The faculty members honored with the Courage to Teach designation are faculty committed to the humanistic teaching of the medical school curriculum. They love to teach and they enjoy working with emerging physicians.

Can you identify the Courage to Teach faculty member from the description on the following slides?
Her professional role models have been Dr. Mary McIlroy and Dr. Mary Beth Fontana.

She enjoys everything from architecture to theatre and loves to engage in conversation about both.

She believes that her role as a physician is equal to her role as a medical educator and enjoys mentoring those who love to teach.

Whether teaching medical students or residents, she looks forward to bedside teaching while she engages the patient in the healing process.

Keep reading to find out who has the “Courage to Teach” ...
She is the mother of three including twin boys and a lovely daughter and credits her husband with helping her find balance between home and work.

Whether caring for her patients, teaching students or residents or being a mom, she believes the pursuit of excellence is an important aspect of living a full life.

She is an Associate Professor in Psychiatry at the OSU College of Medicine and is one of our distinguished alumni.

Keep reading to find out who has the Courage to Teach…
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